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Work undertaken since TEC 13

Rolling workplan of the TEC for 2016-2018:
 9.1 In collaboration with the AC, the LEG and the CTCN, consider
how Parties could be helped to align their TNAs with the process
to formulate and implement national adaptation plans.
 11. Prepare a draft methodology on how to monitor the TNA
results, including what such monitoring should include, with a view
to showcasing success stories.
 At TEC-13 the TEC agreed to continue consideration of these
issues in 2017. The TEC also agreed to make the outline draft
methodology a TEC working paper, and to initiate the preparation
of a draft methodology on monitoring and evaluation of the
implementation of TNA results for further consideration in 2017.
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Work undertaken since TEC 13

Inter-sessional work:
Agenda item 9.1:
•

The TEC extended invitation to the AC, the LEG and the CTCN to collaborate on this COP 21
mandate (3/CP.21, paragraph 5).

•

The TEC Chairs extended an invitation to the LEG, by a letter to the LEG Chair from 6
September 2016, to collaborate on this mandate.

•

A draft outline of the paper on aligning the TNA process with the NAP process was developed
by the TEC, in collaboration with the three bodies.

•

An oral report on the collaboration was provided by AC member at the 11th meeting of the AC,
held in March 2017.

•

The LEG at its 31st meeting, held in March 2017, discussed the collaboration on this matter.

•

The LEG chair responded to the letter from the TEC Chairs from 6 September and nominated
two LEG members to lead the engagement with the TEC on this matter.

•

The TEC, at its 14th meeting will be invited to consider the outline of the paper, and agree on
follow-up activities.
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Work undertaken since TEC 13

Inter-sessional work:
Agenda item 11:
•

The TEC TNA task-force discussed and prepared a Terms of Reference to prepare a
paper on draft methodology on monitoring and evaluation of the implementation of TNA
results.

•

An outline of the draft methodology was discussed and reviewed by the TEC TNA task
force.

•

The draft methodology was discussed and reviewed by the TEC TNA task force,
including options to be offered to the TEC for tracking TAP results.

•

The TEC, at its 14th meeting will be invited to consider the draft methodology and its
options, and agree on follow-up activities.
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Thank you

